Safety is Survivor-Defined: Exploring Safety Planning with Survivors of Domestic Violence During COVID-19

Presented by: Lillian Cartwright

WHEN:
May 26, 6 - 7:00 pm CT
June 9, 6 - 7:00 pm CT
June 16, 6 - 7:00 pm CT
June 23, 6 - 7:00 pm CT

ABOUT THE TRAINING
This virtual series will examine the complex dynamics of domestic violence and how to best to support those harmed by it.

Resilience's 4-part series will begin with building foundational knowledge of domestic violence and then will focus on a different facet of safety planning in light of COVID-19 and stay-at-home restrictions.

Session 1:
Understanding Domestic Violence

Session 2:
Safety Planning: Staying at Home

Session 3:
Safety Planning: Leaving

Session 4:
Safety Planning: Children & Youth

COST:
Single Session (1) $40
Full Series (4) $125
1 CEU per session for LCPC/LCSW

Scholarships are available for registrants who are not sponsored by an employer.

For more information please contact: Candice Tindell at 872.356.8202 or ctindell@ourresilience.org

CLICK TO REGISTER